THE ACMOS LECHER ANTENNA
The Acmos Lecher Antenna - a tool to measure energy fields and evaluate treatments,
supplements, the effect of the environment on individuals and groups. Use it to identify at which
level the human energy system is being aggressed and find solutions to the dissonance restoring
resonant health or harmony or… as we say in ACMOS - global balance.
Stand-alone training with the antenna is available through BeST Resonant Health Training which
also compliments the practitioner training in the ACMOS Method of bio-energetics, available online
through OPS formation. For more information contact Carol Robertson www.carolrobertson.co.uk
Ernst Lecher (1856 – 1926) developed a wire loop to measure the Earth’s magnetic field and
measure wavelength. This technology was adapted most notably by physics professor Reinhard
Schneider for use in radiesthesia, and later by Dr René Naccachian, into a device to measure
energy fields surrounding the human body and objects within its fields. The ACMOS antenna has
a sliding scale which can tune into a wide range of frequencies. The antenna enables users to
measure their own energy fields, the fields of others, the energetic quality of foods, supplements,
jewellery, buildings, etc, etc. Not only can it measure the fields but it can check the compatibility of
remedies/ phones/essential oils etc with the person being balanced. Whilst the ACMOS Method is
a complete system of Vibrational medicine, the antenna can be used on its own for a variety of
purposes.
Who could an antenna be useful for?
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Any practitioner who prescribes remedies can check the energetic quality and the
energetic effect of the remedy. For example someone who uses essential oils for
aromatherapy/ bathing/ infusing can check a) the quality of the oil b) the compatibility of
the oil with their body/ field or that of their client c) the outcome or effect of the
treatment.
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Anyone who wishes to select their own (or their clients) remedies/ foods/ supplements
based on information from the energy field rather than making selection based on
generalised knowledge, an educated choice at best.

The principles can be applied across all remedy choices/ crystals selections/ choice of therapist/
choice of car/ phone/location ......the list is endless. There is no routine or standard treatment. If an
ACMOS Lecher Antenna is used dosing a remedy is simple and highly specific to the individual.
The ACMOS antenna differs from dowsing in that it works on the principle of resonance (physics)
and is used as a measuring tool seeing cause and effect of products and places on the energy
field. More advanced uses include the ability to tonify and sedate acupuncture points, strengthen
the polarities of the body/organs, hold the main energy channel under tension when it is weakened
by illness/ stress....
The ACMOS Lecher Antenna...... I never travel without mine

